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Unit 1
 1.1 

I=Interviewer, M=MaraI:  Mara, you're a biologist. Could you tell us a bit more about 

what you do?M: I work on a conservation project in the southeast of New 

Zealand. My workplace is a nature reserve which is both a 

sheep farm and a nesting place for penguins. 

I: What is the main purpose of the reserve?
M: The penguins in this country are facing a lot of problems 

these days so we do everything we can to protect them. 

I: What exactly does this mean?
M: We plant trees and bushes and also build nest boxes so the 

penguins have the best conditions for breeding. We also 

carry out a lot of research and have a monitoring programme 

to see how the penguin population is developing. For me, 

that means that I check the nest boxes every day, count the 

penguins in the reserve and record all the information. If I 

see any penguins that don't look well, I get in touch with a 

colleague in our penguin hospital.
I: A penguin hospital?M: Yes, we have an on-site hospital which cares for penguins 

and other native birds. My colleagues are doing a great job 

there. Actually, they're just building a new unit because 

they're getting more and more animals from the whole area. 

I: This all sounds very exciting! 
M: It is. It's a fantastic job! I love being with the animals and I 

really can't imagine doing anything else. 1.2 
Claudio: My name's Claudio Marini and I'm a project 

coordinator. I work for a car insurer called HELVETA based in 

Switzerland. I'm responsible for coordinating all the people 

and departments that are involved in one project. An important 

part of my job is to schedule projects, set deadlines and 

make sure everything runs efficiently. If there's a problem 

with the schedule, it's my responsibility to find a way to meet 

the deadlines. I report to Gary, who's our project manager, 

and regularly update him on the project status and latest 

developments. I usually work from 8.30 to 5.30, but in busy 

periods I often work until 7.00 or so. 1.3 
1 Sorry, I didn't catch your name.
2 Could you spell that for me, please?
3 May I ask what it's about?4 Could I speak to somebody in customer services?

5 Is that M for Mary?6 Where did you say you're calling from? 1.4 
M=Mehmet, R=receptionist1

M: This is Mehmet Kurali from FENCO Manufacturing. Could I 

speak to Lin Wan, please? R: Sorry, I didn't catch your name.
M: It's Mehmet Kurali.R: Thanks, Mr Kurali. One moment, please. I'll put you through. 

K=Kevin, F=Frank2
F:  Hi Kevin, it's Frank. I'd like to speak to Anna, please.

K:  Hi Frank. I'm afraid she's out of the office at the moment. 

Would you like to leave a message?
F:  Yes, could you ask her to call me back this afternoon? I need 

to speak to her urgently. It's about the project deadline.

B:  Sure. I'll tell her.

Unit 2
 2.1

My worst day at workI had tickets for a concert at 8 p.m. at the Arena, so I was 

looking forward to the evening. I was a sports commentator at 

the time and was covering a tennis match. The problems started 

at lunch time. I didn't know what was going on outside because 

I was watching a press conference in the building. When I went 

out after the press conference, all the courts were covered 

because it was raining heavily. Two hours later, we were still 

waiting for the rain to stop. It was 4.30 p.m. when the players 

finally entered the court and the match began. I really found it 

difficult to concentrate on the job because I was thinking about 

the concert all the time. I got more nervous when I realised that 

the match would take much longer than expected. It was 8.40 

p.m. when the winner finally won the match and by then it was 

too late to go to the concert. I was so disappointed! 2.2
I worked for a tool manufacturer called Ferro Tools after I left 

university. When I joined them in 2003, the company was doing 

very well. The management had decided to expand into new 

markets and we were selling our products to customers all 

over Europe. Our order books were so full that they even hired 

additional staff to cope with all the work. But that all changed 

when the economy went down because of the financial crisis in 

2008. After that we lost a lot of customers and things weren't 

going so well, so I decided to start looking for a new job. I left 

the company in 2011 when I got a job with an American tractor 

company. I was really lucky!
 2.3

1 accessibility2 prioritising3 reliability4 decisiveness5 accuracy6 loyalty
7 originality8 climbing the career ladder
 2.4

Arun Singh: I work for a large bank and I'm responsible for 

handling complaints. I can't say I have a clear career path, but 

I was really happy when I was promoted to team leader last 

year. What's new for me in this role is that I now have appraisal 

meetings with the members of my team once a year where I 

have to assess their performance. At the moment, I'm looking 

for two new people for my team as we're understaffed. Two 

Audioscripts
Grammar
Unit 1
•	 Present simple for routines
•	 Present continuous for now
Grammar	check:	present	simple	with	he/she/itWe use the  to talk about facts and routines.  In the  person singular:a most verbs end in –s. 

 She lives in a flat in the town centre. Abdul works in London.
b verbs ending in –s, –sh, –ch or –x end in –es. He teaches mathematics at the University of Warsaw. She misses her friends in Ukraine. Frank fixes a time for the meeting. c verbs ending in  + y end in –ies. Martin tries to earn more money. She fries some potatoes.

d verbs ending in vowel + y end in –ys. He plays football and basketball. She says it's a good idea.
e irregular forms: do, go and have She does her job well.
 He goes to work by train every day. London is a fantastic city. It has many attractions.
1 Complete the sentences with the present simple of the verbs in brackets.
1	 She  in an office near the stadium. (work)2	 It  two hours to drive there. (take)3	 Peter  it's a good idea to invest in gold. (say)4		Adda  to university in Madrid. (go)5	 She  English to foreign students. (teach)6	 He  sport every evening. (do)

Grammar	check:	does/doesn't
With he/she/it we use does for  . Does he have a car?
 Where does she live?
With he/she/it we use  + verb for negative statements.
 He doesn't cycle to work.
 She doesn't take a holiday in the summer.

2 Complete with the negative forms of the verbs1	 He  many clients in his job. (visit)2	 She  €1,800 a month. (earn)3	 Mara  much sport. (do)4	 He  files. (carry)5	 She  much money on clothes. (spend)6	 My hometown  an airport. (have)
3 Write the questions for these answers.1	  She normally spends her weekend at home.2	  He travels on business twice a month.3	  She starts work at 8.30.4	  She likes fashion shows.

Grammar	check:	present	simple	with I/we/you/theyWith I/you/we/they we use do for  . Do you need a computer at work? Where do they manufacture these cars?With I/you/we/they we use  for negative statements.
 I don't organise any conferences. We don't export to China.
We use the  to talk about: a  facts and things that are always true. Two plus three makes five. The sun rises in the east.

b  routines, habits and things that happen repeatedly. We do sport every day.
 I have to travel on business.We often use words such as often, sometimes, normally, usually, every… with the present simple. They normally start work at 7.00. Do you often check your emails?

4 Complete with the correct forms of the verbs in brackets.
1	 I  customers out for lunch. (often / take out)2	 How much  per month? (you earn)3	 They  much sport after work. (not / do)4	 We  alongside the shift manager. (usually / work)

5	 Who  to? (you report)6	  any goods in India? (they produce)
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 Vocabulary 1 Match the sentences 1–6 with the descriptions a–f. 
1 She's having dinner with a customer at the moment.
2 We believe in our employees' creativity.
3 He's meeting the managing director tomorrow.
4 Peter usually takes the metro to work.
5 They're working on this project until the end of May.
6 In her job she plans and arranges events.

a a regular activity
b a long-term activity
c a long-term state
d a temporary activity
e an action happening at the moment of speaking
f a future arrangement

 Listening 2  1.1 Listen to the interview with Mara  
and answer the questions.

1  What's Mara's job?
2  Where does she work?
3  What is the purpose of the reserve?
4  How do they provide the best breeding  

conditions for penguins?
5  What does Mara like about her job?

3 Listen again and complete the sentences

1  I  on a conservation project in the southeast of New Zealand.
2  The penguins in this country  a lot of problems these days.
3  We  trees and bushes and also  nest boxes so the penguins 

have the best conditions for breeding.
4  We also  a lot of research and  a monitoring programme to 

see how the penguin population  .
5  I  the nest boxes every day,  the penguins in the reserve and 

record all the information.
6  If I see any penguins that  well, I get in touch with a colleague in our 

penguin hospital.
7  Yes, we have an on-site hospital which  for penguins and other native birds.
8  My colleagues  a great job there.

 Grammar 4 Write sentences using the words and the correct form of the verbs in brackets.
1 (have)  at 1 p.m. / usually / lunch / she
2 (organise)  international meetings / I / and events
3 (take)  a five-day holiday / he / next week

4 (attend)  in Milan / we / a conference / on Monday
5 (earn)  they / per month / €800
6 (eat)   in the canteen / at the moment / I / my lunch

5 Answer the questions about yourself.

1 What time of day do you prefer?      

2 When do you normally get up?       

3 How often do you do sport?      

4 What are you doing just now?      

5 What are you working on this week?      

6 What are you doing next weekend?      

NOTEPAD
EXERCISE

1 My world of work
Lesson 1: A day in the life of …

4

Answers to all the activities are available on the Richmond Learning Platform.

This Workbook is also available in digital format. Details can be found on 
the Richmond Learning Platform at: www.richmondatwork.net.

Richmond Learning Platform

How to use the Workbook 
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 Vocabulary 1 Match the sentences 1–6 with the descriptions a–f. 
1 She's having dinner with a customer at the moment.
2 We believe in our employees' creativity.
3 He's meeting the managing director tomorrow.
4 Peter usually takes the metro to work.
5 They're working on this project until the end of May.
6 In her job she plans and arranges events.

a a regular activity
b a long-term activity
c a long-term state
d a temporary activity
e an action happening at the moment of speaking
f a future arrangement

 Listening 2  1.1 Listen to the interview with Mara  
and answer the questions.

1  What's Mara's job?
2  Where does she work?
3  What is the purpose of the reserve?
4  How do they provide the best breeding  

conditions for penguins?
5  What does Mara like about her job?

3 Listen again and complete the sentences.

1  I  on a conservation project in the southeast of New Zealand.
2  The penguins in this country  a lot of problems these days.
3  We  trees and bushes, and also  nest boxes so the penguins 

have the best conditions for breeding.
4  We also  a lot of research and  a monitoring programme to 

see how the penguin population  .
5  I  the nest boxes every day,  the penguins in the reserve and 

record all the information.
6  If I see any penguins that  well, I get in touch with a colleague in our 

penguin hospital.
7  Yes, we have an on-site hospital which  for penguins and other native birds.
8  My colleagues  a great job there.

 Grammar 4 Write sentences using the words and the correct form of the verbs in brackets.
1 (have)  at 1 p.m. / usually / lunch / she
2 (organise)  international meetings / I / and events
3 (take)  a five-day holiday / he / next week

4 (attend)  in Milan / we / a conference / on Monday
5 (earn)  they / per month / €800
6 (eat)   in the canteen / at the moment / I / my lunch

5 Answer the questions about yourself.

1 What time of day do you prefer?      

2 When do you normally get up?       

3 How often do you do sport?      

4 What are you doing just now?      

5 What are you working on this week?      

6 What are you doing next weekend?      

NOTEPAD
EXERCISE

 Vocabulary 1 Match the departments 1–6 with the activities a–f.
1  Purchasing
2  Accounts
3  Human Resources
4  IT
5  Logistics
6  Research and Development

a  deal with software and hardware issues
b  develop new products or methods
c  plan and arrange the transport of goods
d  buy things for the company
e  prepare financial statements
f  run training courses and recruit new staff

 Listening 2  1.2 Listen to Claudio talking about his job. Are the sentences true or false?

True False
1 Claudio's a project manager. ▢ ▢

2 He works for a car insurance company. ▢ ▢

3 His job involves scheduling projects and other things. ▢ ▢

4 He reports to Gary, the managing director. ▢ ▢

5 Claudio updates Gary on the status of the project. ▢ ▢

6 He usually works until 7.00 p.m. ▢ ▢

3 Complete the text with the words and phrases in the box. Then listen again and check.

involved my responsibility project status report responsible set deadlines

I'm  1 for coordinating all the people and departments that are 
 2 in one project. An important part of my job is to schedule 

projects,  3 and make sure everything runs efficiently. If there's 
a problem with the schedule, it's  4 to find a way to meet the 
deadlines. I  5 to Gary, who's our project manager, and regularly 
update him on the  6 and latest developments.

 Grammar 4 Choose the correct preposition.

1  Ben has to deal in / with / for a lot different projects.
2  The production manager is in charge by / of / for planning the manufacturing process.
3  I look to / after / for our international visitors.
4  He works along / across / alongside two shift managers.
5  We need to respond more quickly with / for / to customer emails.
6  How do they cope in / with / by the increasing workload?
7  She's the director of / from / by Research and Development.
8  There's an easy decision-making process between / under / among employees.

5 Complete the sentences about you.

1  I work for      

2  I'm a       

3  I work in      

4  I'm responsible for      

5  I work alongside      

6  I report to      

NOTEPAD
EXERCISE

1 My world of work
Lesson 1: A day in the life of …

4

Lesson 2: Company structure
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3 (take)  a five-day holiday / he / next week

4 (attend)  in Milan / we / a conference / on Monday
5 (earn)  they / per month / €800
6 (eat)   in the canteen / at the moment / I / my lunch

5 Answer the questions about yourself.

1 What time of day do you prefer?      

2 When do you normally get up?       

3 How often do you do sport?      

4 What are you doing just now?      

5 What are you working on this week?      

6 What are you doing next weekend?      
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 Vocabulary 1 Match the departments 1–6 with the activities a–f.
1  Purchasing
2  Accounts
3  Human Resources
4  IT
5  Logistics
6  Research and Development

a  deal with software and hardware issues
b  develop new products or methods
c  plan and arrange the transport of goods
d  buy things for the company
e  prepare financial statements
f  run training courses and recruit new staff

 Listening 2  1.2 Listen to Claudio talking about his job. Are the sentences true or false?

True False
1 Claudio's a project manager. ▢ ▢

2 He works for a car insurance company. ▢ ▢

3 His job involves scheduling projects and other things. ▢ ▢

4 He reports to Gary, the managing director. ▢ ▢

5 Claudio updates Gary on the status of the project. ▢ ▢

6 He usually works until 7.00 p.m. ▢ ▢

3 Complete the text with the words and phrases in the box. Then listen again and check.

involved my responsibility project status report responsible set deadlines

I'm  1 for coordinating all the people and departments that are 
 2 in one project. An important part of my job is to schedule 

projects,  3 and make sure everything runs efficiently. If there's 
a problem with the schedule, it's  4 to find a way to meet the 
deadlines. I  5 to Gary, who's our project manager, and regularly 
update him on the  6 and latest developments.

 Grammar 4 Choose the correct preposition.

1  Ben has to deal in / with / for a lot different projects.
2  The production manager is in charge by / of / for planning the manufacturing process.
3  I look to / after / for our international visitors.
4  He works along / across / alongside two shift managers.
5  We need to respond more quickly with / for / to customer emails.
6  How do they cope in / with / by the increasing workload?
7  She's the director of / from / by Research and Development.
8  There's an easy decision-making process between / under / among employees.

5 Complete the sentences about you.

1  I work for      

2  I'm a       

3  I work in      

4  I'm responsible for      

5  I work alongside      

6  I report to      

NOTEPAD
EXERCISE

5
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 Language
Functional 

 
1 Match the beginnings of the questions 1–6 with the endings a–f.

1  Can I ask   a  to call me back?
2  Can you say that  b  a message?
3  Could I speak to  c  who's calling?
4  Can I take   d  again, please?
5  Could you ask her  e  someone in accounts, please?
6  Can I ask what  f  it's about?

2 Match the replies a–f with the question numbers from 1.

a  Sorry, I said I have a problem with my bill.  
b  Yes, that would be great.  
c  It's Peter Howells from Delco Limited.  
d  Sure. I'll tell her to call you as soon as she gets in.  
e  Certainly. I'll put you through.  
f  It's about the project meeting tomorrow.  

3 Label the questions in 1 C (caller) or R (the person receiving the call).  
Sometimes both are possible.

1    2   3   4   5   6 

 Pronunciation 4  1.3 Say the sentences. Then listen and repeat.

1  Sorry, I didn't catch your name.
2  Could you spell that for me, please?
3  May I ask what it's about?
4  Could I speak to somebody in customer services?
5  Is that M for Mary?
6  Where did you say you're calling from?

 Language
Functional 

 
5  1.4 Complete the two telephone calls with the phrases in the box.  

Then listen and check.

could I speak could you ask didn't catch I'd like to it's about   
leave a message put you through this is

1 

Mehmet:   1 Mehmet Kurali from FENCO 
Manufacturing.  2 to Lin Wan, 
please?

Receptionist:  Sorry, I  3 your name.
Mehmet:  It's Mehmet Kurali.
Receptionist:  Thanks, Mr Kurali. One moment, please. I'll 

 4 .
2 

Frank:  Hi Kevin, it's Frank.  5 speak to Anna, 
please?

Kevin:  Hi Frank. I'm afraid she's out of the office at the 
moment. Would you like to  6 ?

Frank:  Yes,  7 her to call me back this afternoon? 
I need to speak to her urgently.  8 the 
project deadline.

Kevin:  Sure. I'll tell her.

 Vocabulary 1 Complete the sentences with the words in the box.

employees executives first  level middle responsibility senior supervisors

2 Write words in the boxes to complete the sentences.

1  Another word for employees is  .                           
2  A specific goal you aim to achieve at work  

is a  .                           
3  The opposite of junior is  .                           
4  The noun form of the verb respond is  .                           
5  The Human  department is responsible  

for the company's employees.                           
6  Another word for buying is  .                           
7  Another word for customers is  .                           
8  A  is the structure of different levels in  

a company.                           
9  The adjective form of the noun  

administration is  .                           
10 Specialist knowledge is also called  .                           

3 Write down five words or expressions from this unit which you find most useful.  
Try to make sentences with each of them.

NOTEPAD
EXERCISE

6

1
Lesson 3: Communicating at work Lesson 4: Review
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leave a message put you through this is
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Mehmet:   1 Mehmet Kurali from FENCO 
Manufacturing.  2 to Lin Wan, 
please?

Receptionist:  Sorry, I  3 your name.
Mehmet:  It's Mehmet Kurali.
Receptionist:  Thanks, Mr Kurali. One moment, please. I'll 

 4 .
2 

Frank:  Hi Kevin, it's Frank.  5 speak to Anna, 
please?

Kevin:  Hi Frank. I'm afraid she's out of the office at the 
moment. Would you like to  6 ?

Frank:  Yes,  7 her to call me back this afternoon? 
I need to speak to her urgently.  8 the 
project deadline.

Kevin:  Sure. I'll tell her.

 Vocabulary 1 Complete the sentences with the words in the box.

employees executives first  level middle responsibility senior supervisors

2 Write words in the boxes to complete the sentences.

1  Another word for employees is  .                           
2  A specific goal you aim to achieve at work  

is a  .                           
3  The opposite of junior is  .                           
4  The noun form of the verb respond is  .                           
5  The Human  department is responsible  

for the company's employees.                           
6  Another word for buying is  .                           
7  Another word for customers is  .                           
8  A  is the structure of different levels in  

a company.                           
9  The adjective form of the noun  

administration is  .                           
10 Specialist knowledge is also called  .                           

3 Write down five words or expressions from this unit which you find most useful.  
Try to make sentences with each of them.

CHECK YOUR  
VOCABULARY!

NOTEPAD
EXERCISE

7

Lesson 3: Communicating at work Lesson 4: Review
1

Company hierarchy
In large companies there are usually three levels of management, which form a hierarchy that looks like a pyramid. 
There are normally only a few managers at the top and more managers at the middle and lower levels.

TOP

MIDDLE

FIRST LEVEL

The top level managers are called 1 or senior management. They 
are responsible for the strategy of the company and set goals for the whole 
organisation. They manage the 2 managers, who are in the level 
below.

Middle level managers are usually in charge of a department and it's their 
3 to achieve the goals set by the executives. As middle 

managers are more involved in the day-to-day activities of the firm, they 
can also provide useful feedback to 4 management 
about how the company is running.

5 managers are responsible for managing the 
employees that work in production or provide the services the 
company offers. They're sometimes called 6  
and are very important to the company because they deal  
with 7 on a daily basis and have a strong  
influence on the performance of their staff.

M
anagem

ent levels
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1 Tom usually  40 kilometres per day.
 a  is cycling
 b  cycles
 c  cycle

2  Can I call you back?  an important email.
 a  I just write
 b  I'll write
 c  I'm just writing

3  What  on at the moment?
 a  are you working
 b  do you work
 c  does he work

4  The company needs more skilled staff. So HR  
wants to  four computer experts.

 a  fire
 b  hire
 c  apply

5  We're extremely busy at the moment. We have  
to  the sales targets.

 a  arrive
 b  meet
 c  achieve

6  The opposite of recruit is  .
 a  dismiss
 b  leave
 c  appoint

7  An industrial complex including buildings, machinery and 
equipment is a  .

 a  firm
 b  organisation
 c  plant

8  The company offers a very generous holiday  .
 a  allowance
 b  performance
 c  fund

9  Our company has a traditional hierarchy and a strong line  
of  .

 a  order
 b  command
 c  administration

10 I'm sorry, I  your name. Could you spell it for me, 
please?

 a  couldn't listen to
 b  don't understand
 c  didn't catch

 Vocabulary 1 Choose the correct word.

1  Many people are looking for a formula for succeed / success.
2  He doesn't have any firm believes / beliefs. 
3  Our company merged / merger with an Italian firm. 
4  He built / builds an international company in the 1980s.
5  They discovered / discovery a method to save energy. 
6  When did the US become independence / independent?

 Grammar 2  Complete the text with the past simple form of the verbs in the box.

add continue decide establish not be purchase raise see spend take

11   George Salerni, please?
 a  Could I talk
 b  I want to speak
 c  Could I speak to

12  A: My name's Mr Pradesh. That's P-R-A-
 B:  Sorry, was that P  Paris?
 a  like
 b  for
 c  as

13  A:  Can I speak to someone in Customer Services, please?
 B:   
 a  Can you hold for a moment?
 b  Wait.
 c  Could you take a message?

14  Just a moment, please. I'll put you  .
 a  through
 b  over
 c  on

15  What you talk about is the  of the conversation.
 a  point
 b  issue
 c  topic

16  The most polite way to ask why someone is calling is  .
 a  May I ask what it's about?
 b What is it about?
 c  What do you want?

17  In a formal situation it's best to use the verb  .
 a  ring
 b  call
 c  phone

18  This is a difficult job. Can you cope  it?
 a  with
 b  for
 c  in

19  A person in a company's senior management is  .
 a  a manager
 b  an executive
 c  a supervisor

20  A chart which illustrates a company's management structure 
is  .

 a  an organigram
 b  a hierarchy
 c  a pyramid

Score:  / 20 points

3 Complete the table with some of the past simple verbs from the text in 2.

present simple past simple

1 is/are

2 make

3 find

4 go

5 buy

6 leave

 Vocabulary 4 Complete the sentences about Conrad Hilton with the past simple verbs in 3.

1  Conrad Hilton  a fortune in the hotel business.
2  He  into politics when he was very young. 
3  Hilton  his first hotel in 1919.
4  After a few years in New Mexico, he  for Texas.
5  He  that he wasn't interested in running his father's business.
6  He  born in New Mexico.

8

Test yourself
Choose the correct answer. For every correct answer you score one point. 2 Lesson 1: Think success

1
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